Abstract. The analytic functions defined in a fixed domain form a ring with pointwise addition and multiplication. We describe a way to define constants in the ring using a first-order formula which is independent of the domain.
Preliminaries
Our motivation comes from [BHR] , which is an impressive study of an otherwise fairly obscure area lying between mathematical logic and complex function theory. (For some further developments, see [Hu] and [Ru] .) As this area could conceivably interest analysts with little background in logic and logicians with little background in analysis, we have tried to be fairly generous with our explanations.
Let G ç C be a domain in the complex plane, i.e., an open connected set. The analytic functions defined on G, together with pointwise addition and multiplication and the constant functions 0 and 1, form a ring, which is denoted H(C7). The constant function i is also included in the structure to distinguish it from -i. Defining multiplication by complex constants turns the ring into a complex algebra, HC(G). Two domains G and G' are conformally equivalent if and only if the corresponding function rings H(G) and H(G') are isomorphic. The "if direction is proved in [Be] , for instance; the "only if is quite easy (see [BHR] , for example).
Let us define formal languages for describing the structures H(G) and HC(G) ; they are called the ring language and the algebra language, respectively. A first-order atomic formula of the ring language is an equation both sides of which are expressions formed of variables (x, y, z, ... ) and constants ( 0, 1, i ) using addition and multiplication. In the algebra language, we also allow atomic formulas of the form Const(;c), where x is any variable. The formula Const(x) is defined to be true iff the value of x is a constant function. The word "first-order" refers to the fact that the variables denote members of the ring, never its subsets or the like. A first-order formula is obtained from atomic formulas by propositional connectives ( ->, V, A, -*, <-► ) and quantifiers ( 3, V ) by well-known rules, using brackets where necessary to avoid ambiguity. A sentence is a formula all of whose variables are bound by quantifiers. The theory of a structure is the set of sentences which are true in it.
Much of the work in [BHR] is based on the assumption that constant functions are definable in the language used. This condition is trivially met in the algebra language, which is indeed shown to be very expressive. Just to mention a few examples, they prove that there is an algebra language sentence which is true in HC(C7) iff G is finitely connected; that every sentence <p in second-order number theory can be effectively translated into an algebra language sentence cp' such that cp is true in the standard natural numbers iff cp' is true in HC(D), where D denotes the unit disc; that every finitely connected domain G is determined up to conformai equivalence by the first-order theory of HC(G) ; and finally, that it is consistent with the standard ZFC axioms of set theory that every domain be determined up to conformai equivalence by the first-order theory of the corresponding algebra.
We present a way of defining the constants by a ring language formula, thus answering open question Q7 mentioned in Chapter 10 of [BHR] . Moreover, this enables us to apply the theorems listed above directly to the ring language, thereby settling open questions Q3, Q4, Q8, and Q14 in addition. Our result will allow for a generalization of the main theorem of [Ru] as well, as noted by its author.
I have been informed by several people that Jan Denef had previously found a definition of the constants in the unit disc, but that he had never published this result. His method did not generalize to other domains, though.
Defining the constants
This section contains the actual definition of the constants. Througout the section G will denote a fixed domain. For z £ C, r > 0, we write Ur(z) for the z-centred open disc of radius r.
2.1. Definition [BHR] . An analytic function / defined on G is a point function if it is not a unit (i.e., it has no multiplicative inverse) and not the product of two nonunits.
It is obvious how to define a point function formally in the ring language. A point function derives its name from the fact that there is exactly one point in G where the function gets the value zero; the zero is of order one. Therefore any two point functions are divisible by each other iff they have the same zero point. In general, any function is divisible by a point function iff it has a zero at the zero of the latter. Hence, point functions can be used to code points of G, and other functions to code sets of points which have no limit points in G. The zero point of a point function p is denoted by Z(p), and RZo denotes the function / : z i-> z -zn ; this is a point function having its zero at zn, if z0ec7.
2.2. Definition. Let po and px be point functions. A function q is (po,Pi)-quasilinear if q is a point function dividing p0 and q -1 is a point function dividing px .
Clearly a (po, £i)-quasilinear function is (qo, qi )-quasilinear if Z(p0) = Z(q0) and Z(px) = Z(qx). Therefore we may sometimes abuse the notation and write (z0, zi)-quasilinear instead of (PZo, Pp¡ )-quasilinear. Note that the linear transformation LZa<Zi : z h-> (z -zn)/(zi -zo) is (zn, zi)-quasilinear.
A family Af of analytic functions defined in a domain B is called normal if every sequence from M contains a subsequence which converges uniformly in compact subsets of B to an analytic function or to infinity.
2.3. Theorem [Mo] . Proof. Assume that the claim does not hold for some e . For n £ N, n > 1, let /" be a counterexample defined in Í7"(0). Now the set {/" f £/2(0)\{0}: n > 1} is a normal family by Theorem 2.3, since all the functions omit the value 0 and get the value 1 only once in U2(0) \ {0}. Hence there is a subsequence (fn¡ \ U2: i e N) which converges to an analytic function f in U2(0) \ {0} ; it cannot converge to infinity, since fn,(l) -1 for all z. Similarly, the set Fr = {fn¡ ti/r(0)\{l}:zeN, «,>/•} is a normal family for every r > 0. Therefore the function / has an analytic continuation to every I7r(0), defined as the limit of a convergent subsequence of Fr. Note that 0 belongs to the domain of every member of F, for all r. By the uniqueness of an analytic continuation, / can be continued analytically to the whole complex plane. We denote the continuation by / as well, abusing the notation. Now /(0) = 0 and /(l) = 1 ; moreover, f(z) ^ 0, 1 for z / 0,1, since fnfz) / 0, 1 for z ^ 0, 1, by a well-known argument, which can be found, inter alia, in [Go, Chapter I, §2, Theorem 2]. According to Picard's Great Theorem (see [Go, Chapter II, §7, Theorem 4], for example), this implies that / cannot have an essential singularity at infinity; thus / must be a rational function, and hence, being entire, a polynomial. A polynomial of degree greater than one assumes all complex values more than once, with at most one exception. Therefore / must be the identity, but this contradicts the assumption that every fn is a counterexample to the original claim.
2.5. Lemma. For every real number e > 0 and every zq £ G, there is r0 > 0 such that Uro(zo) ç G and if 0 < \z -zn| < r < rn, p is (zn, z)-quasilinear, and f is analytic in G satisfying \f(w)\ < l-e for all w £ i/r(z0), then there is some z' £ G such that f(z') = p(z') and \z' -zn| < (1 -e/2)|z -zn|.
Proof. Assume that e > 0 and zo £ G are such that the claim does not hold. Let R > 0 be such that UR(z0) ç G. For each n £ N, n > 1, let /", z", and p" form a counterexample showing that the value rn = R/n does not satisfy the conditions. Define functions gn, un : Un(0) ->C as follows:
gn(w) = fn(z0 + (zn -z0)w), un(w)=pn(zo + (zn-z0)w).
Then \g"(w)\ < 1 -e for all w £ Ux(0), n £ N. Moreover, by the previous lemma, it can be seen that the sequence (u" \ Ux (0): n e N, n > 0) converges uniformly to the identity. Now choose some n £ N such that \u"(w)-w\ < e/2 for all w £ Ux(0). Then the following inequality holds for all w £ Ux(0) :
Thus, by Brouwer's fixed point theorem, w + g"(w) -u"(w) = w for some w such that |u;| < 1 -e/2. This implies that gn(w) = un(w), and hence fn(z') = Pn(z'), where z' = zn 4-(z" -zo)w , contrary to the assumption.
Definition. Let p be a point function and / £ H(G). A function s £ H(G) is f-closed around p, if s is not identically zero and for every point function / dividing s there is a (p, i)-quasilinear function u such that u -f divides s.
The function s codes a set of points, namely the set where it assumes the value zero. Obviously s could be replaced by any other element of H(G) having exactly the same zeroes, since all conditions imposed on s deal with divisibility in the ring only. Similarly, p codes a point. The intuitive content of the definition of /-closed is that whenever x £ S, there is y £ S such that y -z is approximately equal to (x -z)f(z), where z = Z(p) and S is the set of zeroes of 5. The approximation is only meaningful for x lying close enough to z. 2.7. Definition, (i) Let p be a point function. A unit / is a local pseudoroot at p , if for every point function q not dividing p there is a function 5 which is divisible by q and both /-closed and (1//)-closed around p .
(ii) A function is a global pseudoroot if it is a local pseudoroot at every point function.
The following lemmas will contain all essential things we need to know about local and global pseudoroots. Basically, a local pseudoroot resembles a root of unity at one point, a global pseudoroot everywhere. The concept of a local pseudoroot is formulated just for convenience.
2.8. Lemma. If f is a local pseudoroot at some point function p, then \f(Z(p))\ = 1.
Proof. Suppose this is not the case. Denote Z(p) by z0. Clearly / is a local pseudoroot at p iff 1// is. Thus it may be assumed without loss of generality that |/(z0)| < 1. Choose e, S > 0 such that Uô(z0) ç G and that |/(z)| < 1 -e whenever z € Ug(z0). Let r0 be as in Lemma 2.5 with the particular values we have chosen for e and zn. Let r -min(rn, ô). Now choose a point function q suchthat Z(q) £ Ur(z0). Assume that s is divisible by q and /-closed around p . Lemma 2.5 now implies that z0 is a limit point of the set of zeroes of s, which is impossible, since s is not identically zero.
2.9. Corollary. If a function is a global pseudoroot, then it is a constant whose absolute value is 1.
Proof. An analytic function whose absolute value is constant is itself constant.
2.10. Lemma. If f is a root of unity, then f is a global pseudoroot. Proof. Let / be a constant with value a such that a" -1, and let p and q be point functions with distinct zero points. Denote Z(p) and Z(q) by zo and zx, respectively, and write wk for z0 + ak(zx -zo). We choose n-l k=0 Obviously s is divisible by q . Moreover, if t is a point function dividing s, there must be some k £ {0, ... ,«-1} such that Z(t) -wk . Now the linear function u = LZOyWk is (zo, lu^-quasilinear, and a simple calculation shows that PWk+i is divisible by u -f ; the quotient is, in fact, the constant with value l/ak(zx -zn). Similarly, u-l/f divides PWk_1, and hence it divides s.
Thus s is /-closed and 1//-closed around p,and q divides s.
Note that if a constant function has absolute value one but is not a root of unity, then these theorems do not tell us whether or not it is a global pseudoroot. This is not a coincidence, since the answer depends on the domain G. For instance, if G is the whole complex plane, then all quasilinear functions are in fact linear, and every global pseudoroot is a root of unity. On the other hand, if G is the unit disc, it is not hard to show that any constant of absolute value 1 is a global pseudoroot. Proof. Clearly every basic constant is a constant function, and the difference of two constants is either zero or a unit. Hence if / is a constant, then the second condition is also true. Assume then that / is not a constant function. Then its range f [G] is a nonempty open set of complex numbers. By Lemma 2.10, the possible values of global pseudoroots form a dense subset of the unit circle. Hence, the values of the basic constants form a dense subset of the whole complex plane. Therefore there is a basic constant g whose value equals that of / at some point z £ G. Then / -g is neither zero nor a unit.
It is worth noting that the definition of the constants could be given easily once we had a formula defining a set of constants whose values are dense in the unit circle. In fact, many other infinite definable sets of constants could be used in a similar way-a superset of the integers, a dense subset of the real interval [0, 1], or the like.
